Y A NGJIECHANG

The CommunistParty Didn't Paythe Bill
T?acingan artist's progressionfrom denseink abstractionsto morbid reflections onthe
TiananmenSquaremassacreandhumankind's degradationof the enyironment.

By Britta Erickson
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YangJiechangwith lOO LAYERS
OF lNK, 1999,at his studioin Paris,2009. Photoby ::

1. MASSACRE,1982,
in k a n d m i n era co
l l o ro n
paper,330 x 320 cm.

2. TIBETANEARTH,SKY
A ND PEOPTE
NO.1,1982,
i n k on Xuanpaper 8, panels,
500 x 1600 cm overall.

3. UNDERGROU N D
FLOWERS,
2007, porcelain
sculptures,boxes,set
of 6, boxes:49.8 x 49.8
x 6.1cm each.

Yang Jiechang's monumental pair of works Massacre and. Fire
(1982)depictsin one compositiona massof human headsgrimacing
in the throes ofdeath, rendered in ink against a red-stained ground;
the other composition is avivid, swirlingwall of flames.Created as a
graduation work at the GuangzhouAcademy of Fine Arts, the works
were an expressionofthe kind ofdevastationand chaosthat China
was hoping to leavebehind as the Cultural Revolution (1966-76)
faded into memory. Although the paintings showcasedthe artist's
talent with brush and ink as well as his knowledge of Western
drawing the subject matter of cataclysmic destruction was the
antithesis ofall that was expectedof and acceptablefor a 26-year_old
Chineseart student at the time: consequentlyhis professorsrejected
the works. Yangpainted a substitute graduation piece,TibetanEarth,
Skyand PeopleI{o.1, an eight-panel panorama about pastoral life in
Tibet-a popular subject at the time-and he graduated on schedule.
Nevertheless,Yang'stransgressiveapproach-whether delivered in
his paintings,installations,performancesor videos-is a recurrent
theme in his career,frequently resulting in confrontations with the
art establishmentin China and elsewhere.
Among contemporary avant-garde Chinese artists, yang
is unusual in that his art education began with a traditional
apprenticeship.Having decided that his 13-year-oldson would be
an artist, in 1969 Yang's father introduced him to the prominent
local calligrapher, Lin Junxuan (1908-97). At first yang was only
permitted to perform such lowly tasks aspreparing tea and grinding
ink sticks.ObservingLin and his acquaintances,interactions over tea
and the brush, Yangcameto perceive art creation asa nexus of social
activity wherein the processwas in many ways more important than
the finished product. TWo years passed before he was allowed to
begin his study ofcalligraphy by selecting a model text: he chosethe
Diamond Sutra as carved into the rock at Mount Tai during the sixth
century. Eventually,however,Yangrealized that to take as his model
huge characters originally carved 60 centimeters-square each was
to choose something with a scale and style unsuitable for common,
everyday use, such as designing the poiitical posters omnipresent
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4. IOO TAYERS
OF INK,
1992,i nk onXuanpaper and
gauz e,1AAx 127
x 12c m .
CourtesyChambersFineArt,
New YorklBeijing.

5. UNTITLED,1985,
iNK
on r i c epaper ,75x 125c m .

duringthe Cultural Revolution. Nevertheless,Lin insisted he retain
the model, becausehe believed that learning something useless
was a valuable exercise. This traditional lesson was particularly
remarkable given the context of the time, when all art was expected
to further the goals of the Revolution.
While elitist art and education were denigrated during the
Cultural Revolution,resulting in the closureof China'sart academies,
the government promoted populist art, including folk art:fromI974
to 1978Yang studied at the Folk Art Institute in his hometown of
Foshan,in Guangdongprovince. In 1978,he entered the Guangzhou
Academy of Fine Arts, which had reopenedfollowingthe conclusion
of the Cultural Revolution two years earlier. Although he had
joined the Chinese Painting department, the entrance exam had
emphasized Soviet-style realism. In preparation, Yang had studied
drawing, watercolor and meticulous go4gbi techniques traditionally
associatedwith Chinesebird and flower painting, and he continued
these studies for two years as part ofthe department's required
curriculum. As a result, by the time he completed his graduation
project, the monumental diptych Massdcre and Fire, he was
thoroughly versed in Western-style realism, particularly figurative
realism, which he put to good use in Massacre.
Following graduation, Yang studied Taoism under Master
Huang Tao at Mount Luofu and Chan Buddhism at the Guangxiao
Temple, both in Guangzhou, and turned to simplicity asthe goal of
his art. In 1985,he produced tlntitled, a large abstract ink painting
that nonetheless retains the suggestion of a landscape,displaying
a hilly ink mass against a blank ground. TWo years later he painted
Ink Square,a pure abstraction with a rough square form rendered
in dense ink against a blank ground. While Yang was aware of the
history of Western abstraction and minimalism and fnl<Squdre may
call to mind such works as Kasimir Malevich's B/ack Square on a
White Ground (1914-15),Yang's development of a body of abstract
works was entirely inspired by his ink training and Taoist practice.
Abstract paintings like Untitled (I99I), built up from layers ofink, at
times mixed with other materials or applied over a layer of garze,
came to constitute an important aspect of Yang's work during the
early 1990s.The "100 Layers ofInk" series (telZ-l+) is a distinctive
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subset of Yang's abstractions.Frequently, simple shapes drawn
from disparate sources including children's drawings, everyday
objects and personal symbolism, are iayered atop a black rectangle.
Fingerprint: One Hundred Layers oflnk (1992-94), for example,
presents a rounded form with its interior made up of concentric
curves that resemble fingerprints.
After a period of relative serenity in Yang's life, the six months
from late 1988to mid-I989 were punctuated by dramatic events.In
December 1988,Yang traveled to Europe, first visiting Heidelberg
Germany, where the woman he was shortly to marry, art historian
and curator Martina Kdppel-Yang,was a student; they now live in
Paris and Ittlingen, a village near Heidelberg. In February 1989,two
of Yang's ink paintings were included in the first major exhibition
of contemporary Chinese art held at the China National Gallery
in Beijing "China/Avant-Garde" which marked a post-Cultural
Revolution high point for freedom of expression and acceptance
of the avant-garde. By April, Yang was in Paris preparing his first
site-specific works for "Les Magiciens de la Terre," at the Centre
Pompidou; he was still there when the Tiananmen massacretook
place in Beijing on June 4. In half a year Yangwitnessed a high point
for Chinesecultural development,aswell as a nadir, and he decided
to remain in Europe.
Yang responded to the slaughter at Tiananmen Square in
both overt and sublimated ways in his works, building on a theme
of mortality-the fleeting nature of existence-that has been a
recurring theme in his oeuwe since Massacre. His approaches to
it range from the specific to the general, from the historical to the
personal. Testament,created for the 1991exhibition, "Exceptional
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6. A flag createdin 1999
with a Printof the artisi's
proposalfor the Jiu Jiu Feng
ArtistsVillage
tnternational
uPonthe
superimPosed
project'soriginalbluePrint'

7. CRYINGLANDSCAPE

irii pir.rrleonl, zoog,

from a set of five paintings,
ink and mineralcolorson
XuanpaPer,three Panels'
300 x 500 cm overall'

8. TOMORROW CIOUDY

sKY,20o5'inkand

mineralcolorson paper'
185x 10Ocm'
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Lodz's Jewish population. To produce the installation,3,O00Needles
(1991),the artist used his own blood to attach strands of his own
hair to 3,0o0 needles stuck into a canvas.In a room adjacent to this
work, he placed large,oblongbags made from the hides ofa recently
slaughteredpigs and filled with human hair from local barbershops
and beauty parlors. A door and a smashedwindow joined the two
rooms, linking the objects he had created, separately redolent of
self-sacrifice and ignoble destruction.
During the late 1990s, the Ministry of Culture in Taiwan
announceda plan to build the largest and best-funded artists'village
in the world, Jiu Jiu Feng International Artists Village, in Nantou
County. Yang was invited to the construction site in 1999,as one of
more than a dozen Asian artists who were to create site-specific
works. Arriving there via a new four-lane highway leading into a
pristine rain forest, he concluded that the project was an ecological
disaster aimed at garnishing the reputations of local government
functionaries. At the time, Yang learned that the Taiwanese
military was to decommissiontwo battleships,and proposedthat
an alternative artists' village be constructed on one of the ships,
which would preserve the rainforest while providing artists with
a mobile base.He promoted his proposalby setting up a blockade
acrossthe road to the construction site and adorning it with flags
that showed the blueprint of his project superimposedupon the
original plan. While his proposal met with widespread approval
within the arts community, the Ministry of Culture turned it down.
A year later, an earthquake rendered the new highway impassable,
effectively putting a stop to the ill-conceived plan.
While invitations to overseasvenueshave led Yangto investigate
local circumstancesand interject an outsider's perspectivethat may
nevertheless be considered transgressive,in creating WeAre Good
at Everything, Except For Speaking Mandarin - PRD (2005), he
addressedissuescharacterizing his native region of China. Created
for the 2005 Guangzhou Triennial in responseto one ofthe event's
themes,"Facing Globalization: Migration and Borderline," the work
as originally presented consisted of a yellow neon sigrr spelling out
the work's title (in both English and Chinese), a Cantoneseflag
designedby the artist (its design humorously, or even subversively,
based on that ofa rectangular purse owned by his wife), and a
performance at the opening by the Pearl River Delta (PRD) One
Day Band, made up of local rock stars and a friend of Yang's from
the United States, playing reggae- and electronica-inflected jam
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